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Abstract 
Common concerns of very larg.e vehicles ~n the 
a reas of economi cs, transportat lOn system 1 ~ter­
faces and operational problems hav~ been re~lewed 
regarding their influence on veh1cle conf1gura-
tions and technology. Fifty - fo~r tech~ology 
requirements have been identified ~h1.ch are Judged 
to be unique, or part1cularly crlt1cal, to very 
large vehicles . The requ1rements were about 
equa lly di vi ded among the four genera 1 areas. of 
aero/hydrodynamics, propu l sion and acous~lCS, 
structures and vehicle systems and operat1ons . 
The state bf technology readiness was judged to be 
poor to fair for slight l y more than ~ne-:hal.f of 
the requirements. In the class1c d1sc1pl1nary 
a reas the state of technology readi ness appears 
to b; more advanced than for vehicle systems and 
ope rat ions . 
I nt roduct ion 
The technology requirements for designing, 
manufacturing, and operating any vehicle depend in 
· large part on the configuration of that vehicle. 
Under the general heading of Very Large Vehicles 
(VLV), configurations are many and varied, so, 
therefore, are the technology requirements. The 
brief study reported herein was limited to tech - ' 
nology requirements of particular interest to very 
1 arge vehicles. Whi le many were of common inter-
est, a few technology requirements critical to 
specific VLV types were also covered. Not 
included were the small technology refinements 
unique to a specific vehicle configuration since 
this level of technology is considered to normally 
be developed on an ad hoc basis. 
The paper addresses in turn: common VLV con -
cerns and how they i nfl uence vehi cl e confi gura -
tions and technology; the methodology followed in 
selecting requirements and assessing readiness; 
the resul tant technology requi rements and readi-
ness; and fi na lly some overa 11 observat ions 
regarding technology areas judged to be particu -
1 arly critical. 
Common Concerns and Vehicle Configurations 
Common concerns of very large vehicles exist 
in the areas of economics, transportation system 
interfaces and operational problems. The concerns 
of a specific vehicle may give rise to several 
configuration requirements that are not always 
compatible with one another and confl icts often 
arise . Attempts to resolve these conflicts often 
generate novel confi gurat ions, some of whi ch 
require technology which may not yet be developed . 
The remainder of this section discusses some of 
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these concerns and thei r impact on certai n tech -
nology requirements which subsequently were 
evaluated. 
Economics 
The number of vehicles produced from a given 
design is very important in vehic.le first cost. 
For a conventional transport alrcraft to be 
successful a production run in the hundreds is 
considered' necessary to avoid pricing the air-
craft out of reach. On the other hand, a produc -
t i on run measured in tens rather than in hundreds 
wil l be more likely for most VLV types. Such low 
productions will result from the limit~d demands 
for the unique capabil ities o.f .th.ese veh~cl~s. and/ 
or the high vehicle product1v1t1es . Slgmflcant 
effort must be directed toward both maximizing the 
number produced and reducing the first costs for a 
given production run. 
Multiuse capability holds great attraction 
for increasing the demand for a vehicle. Examples 
of multiuse include the transportation of cargo as 
well as passengers, and transportation.of milita~y 
equipment as well as civil cargo. Des1~n of.veh1 -
cles for multiple use can lead to confl1cts 1n the 
qualities to be emphasized. F.or example, the 
transportation of passengers requ1res safety to.be 
the prime factor above either speed or cost,. wh1le 
the transportat i on of cargo does not requ1 re as 
great an emphas is be gi ven safety. L i kewi se in 
transportation of cargo, civil use emphasizes cost 
whil e mil itary use emphas i zes capabil ity to per-
form missions. Also, cargo density, packaging and 
handling requirements can differ substantially. 
Resolution of conflicts can narrow choices of 
vehicle configurations . An example would be the 
location of the wing on an aircraft configured to 
be compa t i b 1 e for both passenger. transpor~at i ~n 
and military airlift use. A low w1ng 10cat1on 1S 
generally preferred for passenger safety, while a 
fuselage deck at truck-bed height is preferred for 
airlift to expedite handling cargo at forward 
locations. A configuration satisfying both of 
these constraints would have the wing mounted 10~1 
on a fuselage which in turn would sit very close 
to the ground. Of necessity the landing gear 
would have to be relatively compact and the power-
plant would have to be located other than below 
the wing. Thus, new technology needs could be 
envisioned for the landing gear and powerplant 
systems as well as for minimizing any adverse 
ground effects . 
For a given anticipated production run, 
reducing first costs includes the use of: off-
the-she lf components, a mi nima 1 number of uni que 
parts, and easy-to-fabricate structural shapes. 
Vehicle manufacturers currently use all of these 
strategies. What could be different for very 
large vehicles would be a greater use of strate-
gies which adversely impact other areas. An 
example would be an aircraft wing which is deli-
berately untapered to reduce the number of unique 
parts. Since lack of taper would adversely affect 
aerodynamic efficiency, a requirement would then 
exist for technology to design auxiliary aerody-
namic devices (e.g., winglets) to upgrade aerody-
namic efficiency. 
Minimization of operating costs is also very 
important for all transport vehicles regardless of 
size . A principal design objective is to provide 
high ratios of payload to empty weight and of lift 
to drag. For very large aircraft in particular, 
emphasis must also be given toward achieving effi -
c i ent i ntermoda 1 transfer of payload, be it 
passengers or freight. 
Other Concerns 
Concerns of the interface of the vehicle with 
the transportation system also impact vehicle con-
fi gurat i on . Good compat i bil i ty is needed between 
the vehicles and existing terminal facilities . 
Changes in terminal geometry and equipment to 
accommodate very large vehicles would require not 
only the expenditure of considerable sums of money 
but also the solution of space accommodation prob-
lems. Additional space is not always available 
and a dilemma could result from trying to real ize 
the full benefits of increasing vehicle size. New 
features coul d be incorporated into the vehi cl e 
configuration to help the situation. For example, 
achieving a decrease in wing span for VLV aircraft 
to meet ramp and gate spacing restrictions could 
be accomplished through use of either a variable 
geometry feature (e.g., hinged wing) or a new 
aerodynamic configuration (e .g., winglets). Of 
particular concern to very large aircraft is their 
compatibil ity with the geometry and strength of 
existing runways and taxiways . Runway waviness 
and bearing strength at some major airports 
already pose problems for current widebody 
aircraft • 
Another concern centers on envi ronmenta 1 
problems as affecting both the vehicle passengers 
and the community. While very large vehicles 
generally have more interior room to minimize 
crowding, they also have a greater amount of 
installed power which can introduce noise problems 
withi n the passenger compartment. These problems 
could be aggravated by certain nonconventional 
locations (e.g . , above the wing) of the 'P0wer-
plants proposed in some VLV designs. In community 
acceptance, the powerp 1 ant emi ss ions and external 
noise problems may be aggravated, or at least be 
different, for very large vehicles. Increased 
vehicle size also makes more practical the use of 
certain alternate fuels (e.g., hydrogen, nuclear) 
which will have emissions different from conven-
tional petroleum fuels. 
A final concern is the area of hazards which 
very large vehicles may pose to the passengers and 
the community. Questions are raised regarding the 
crashworthiness and passenger survivability of 
certain VLV concepts, particularly those where the 
fuel is housed relatively near the passengers, 
such as in the fuselage. 
Methodology for Assessing Technology 
The term, Very Large Vehicles, is quite broad 
in scope, and so are the many and varied items of 
tech no logy requi red for success in thei r des i gn, 
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fabrication and operation. To bring within rea-
sonable bounds an assessment of technology for 
such a broad subject area, an arbitrary approa~h 
was followed both in the selection of specTfTc 
technology requirements and in carrying out an 
appraisal of their readiness. The approach metho-
dology is described herein. 
Selection of Technology Requirements 
The vehicle types considered pertinent for 
i dent ifyi ng technology requi rements were 1 imi ~ed 
to those whose operations involve aerodynamTcs 
and/or hydrodynamics. Wheeled and tracked 
vehicles for land operations were not included. 
To broadly address the subject, the technology 
requirements selected were those judged to be uni-
que to very large vehicles, critical to spec~fic 
kinds of vehicles and/or common to several vehTcle 
types . Particularly stressed were uniqueness and 
criticality rather than broadness of technology 
application. 
In addition to the classic discipl~nes (e.g., 
propulsion, structures) required Tn vehicle 
design, technology areas addressed included those 
of vehicle systems and operations. A balance in 
technology items between disciplines was arbi-
trarily made by selecting two to four items in 
each of sixteen subareas equally divided among the 
following four major disciplinary areas: aero-
hydrodynamics; propulSion and acoustics; materials 
and structures; and vehicle systems and 
operations. The sixteen subareas are listed in 
Table 1. 
Table 1 Technology areas addressed 
Area Subarea 
Aero/hydrodynamics 
Propulsion and 
Acoustics 
2-D Phenomena 
3-D Configurations 
Component interferences 
Wind and wave inputs 
Turbofan engines 
Propellers and rotors 
Alternate fuels 
Acoustics and noise reduction ! 
Structures 
Vehicle Systems 
and Operations 
Materials and manufacturing 
Structural configurations 
Structural dynamics 
Landing systems 
Active control systems 
Flight dynamics 
Interacting vehicles 
Hazards 
Assessment of Technology Readiness 
The knowledge and expertise required to 
adequate ly assess the broad range of techno 1 ogi es 
represented in the current study does not reside 
in anyone organization. While a very consider-
able amount of information is in the public 
domain, some is not readily available because of 
proprietary or security restrictions. The 
approach followed in the present study was to con-
sult with and obtain information from a number of 
senior specialists who could be identified as 
knowledgeable in specific disciplinary areas. The 
! 
majority of these specialists were from NASA, 
principally the Langley Research Center. In indi - ' 
vidual areas, opinions of the evaluators have 
genera lly been in agreement both as to the i den -
tification of appropriate technology requirements 
and the assessment of their readiness. 
Assessment of technology readiness is a 
judgemental process and cannot be indisputably 
quantified. The approach followed in the present 
study was to subjectively rate by adjective, which 
could range from "poor" to "excellent", each item 
of technology for which a requirement has been 
identified. In many instances, the rating is 
qualified (e.g., limit on range of application). 
The relative comparability of ratings between 
technology items may not be fully consistent 
because of two factors: a difference in 1 eve 1 of 
conservat ism between evaluators, and a di fference 
in state of technology development and application 
between factors. Where the state of development 
is somewhat mature, problems may have arisen dur -
ing real world experience which originally had not 
been ant i ci pated but wh i ch now adversely affect 
the assessment. When the technology is 1 ess 
mature and developmental problems have not yet 
been identified, the tendency is to be optimistic 
a nd rate the technology readi ness to be somewhat 
better than probably it really should be. 
Technology Requirements and Readiness 
The identified technology requirements and 
the companion assessments of technology readiness 
will be presented in the order 1 i sted in Table l. 
It should be recognized that some technology items 
listed under one area may in fact involve several 
techno l ogy areas. 
Aero/hydrodynamics 
All Very Large Vehicles have one design goal 
in common: achievement of high operating effi-
ciency. For the types of vehicles presently being 
addressed, efficiency depends on the vehicle aero~ 
dynamic and/or hydrodynamic characteristics. 
Since the criticality of these characteristics 
increases with speed, judgement must be exercised 
for the various types of vehicles regarding the 
importance gi ven to aero/hydrodynami cs. In the 
present review, the general area has arbitrari ly 
been divided into four subareas: two-dimensional 
shapes; three-dimensional configurations; inter-
ferences between vehi c 1 e components; and wi nd and 
waye inputs which perturb vehicles. Thirteen 
technology requirements have been identifed in 
these subareas. These requirements and associated 
appraisals of technology readiness are discussed 
in the following paragraphs and are surrrnarized in 
Table 2 . 
Two-Dimensional Phenomena . A requirement 
exists for thick (15 to 30 percent) lifting foils 
which have good lift - drag ratios . Thick shapes 
make possible not only high structural efficiency 
but also more usable volume within the fOils. 
Such volume is very important for those VLV con-
cepts where fuel and payload are to be accommo-
dated primariy within the lifting surface rather 
than within a nonlifting body . Technology readi -
ness is rated "very good" for thicknesses to 20 
percent. Methodology, backed by considerable data 
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and experience is available to address the lo,,:!er 
Mach number design situations. Presently.lack1ng 
is the technology to provide adequate des1gns for 
greater thi cknesses and for hi gher. Mach numbers. 
A somewhat similar requirement eX1sts for bluff 
nonlifting bodies having low drag. Again the 
techno logy readi ness is rated "ve~y good" for i so-
l ated bodies. An additional requlrement common to 
both foils and bodies concerns the effects of very 
high Reynolds numbers. The technology readiness 
is rated only "fair" for lifting foils. Uncer-
tainties exist particularly in the aft chord 
region. A rating of "good" is given nonlifting 
bodies where a considerable amount of hydrodynam1c 
studies have provided a substantial data base. 
Three-Dimensional Configurations. For any 
VLV, where performance is important, a need ~xists 
for technology to optimize the aerodynam1c or 
hydrodynamic configuration. This need is. admit-
tedly broad in scope because of the many d1fferent 
VLV types. The technology readiness is considered 
to be "good" for confi gurat ions havi ng attached 
flows at subcritical Mach numbers. Technology 
deve 1 opment has not yet been extended to a.ddress 
situations where lifting surfaces are th1Ck or 
where Mach number va 1 ues are very hi gh. A much 
larger data base is needed to address novel 
experimental configurations. A second need, 
discussed earlier, involves improvement of the 
lift- drag ratios for compromised configurati?ns 
such as lifting surfaces of low aspect rat10; 
here, technology readiness is rated as o~ly 
"fair". It certainly is not adequate for handl1ng 
wi de- t i pped wi ngs. A th i rd need concerns under-
standi ng and model i ng of the aerodynami c ground 
effects when the ground is in very close proximity 
to VLV lifting surfaces. The technology readiness 
of thi s item is rated "good" for most con-
fi gurat ions but "fa i rIO for confi gurat ions havi ng 
separated flow or with vortex lift (e.g., as with 
a highly swept leading edge). Configurations 
i ncorporat i ng th i ck 1 ift i ng surfaces coul d also 
pose problems. A fourth need is flow control for 
VLV 1 ifting surfaces and bodies. The technology 
readiness for flow control required to avoid flow 
separation is fairly well understood with technol-
ogy readi ness rated as "very good". The rat i ng 
decreases to "poor" where laminar flow is to be 
maintained. Problems are much more severe in 
maintaining laminar flow for all configurations 
and for high Reynolds number. 
Component Interference Minimization. Four 
technology needs were 1dent1fied 1n the subarea of 
aerodynamic interferences between vehicle com-
ponents. The fi rst need addresses the technology 
to treat the problems of intersections of primary 
lifting surfaces by auxiliary lifting surfaces, 
st ruts, and/or protuberances. Techno logy readi-
ness is rated "good". Rather sophisticated analy-
t i ca 1 models have been developed, but there is a 
1 ack of suitable experimental information to ade-
quately validate the models. Use of thick lifting 
surfaces, which lower the critical Mach number, 
aggravates the problem and requi res 1 oca 1 ta i 1 or-
i ng of the contours of intersecting el ements to 
mi nimi ze the interference. A related and second 
techno 1 09Y need concerns the handl i ng of i nterac-
tions between multi ple, but nonintersecting 
1 ift i ng surfaces (e. g. bi plane wi ngs, wi ng-ta il 
combinations). Technology readiness is rated as 
"very good". Although techniques are judged to be 
fully adequate to address a great va ri ety of con-
. -
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figurations, extreme configurations (e.g., high 
sweep angles, extreme stagger) still require tech-
nology development. A third need concerns bodies 
intersecting thick lifting surfaces, where the 
readiness is rated "fair". Problems exist in 
handling boundary layer and Reynolds number 
effects. The fourth area is that of ach i evi ng 
aerodynami ca lly effi ci ent i ntegrat i on of pro-
pulsion systems in unconventional locations (e.g., 
above the wing for airplanes). Technology readi-
ness is rated "fair;" troublesome areas exist for 
high-bypass-ratio turbofans, for turbopropellers 
mated to wings incorporating supercritical sec-
tion, and for the inlet region of powerplants 
buried within the wing and operating at high 
angles of attack. 
Wind and Wave Inputs. The dynamic loads and 
motions of vehicles are influenced to a very sig-
nificant degree by the dynamic inputs of the 
external environment. Two technology requirements 
involving the dynamic inputs are addressed in this 
subarea (requi rements concerned with dynami c 
responses to such inputs wi 11 be addressed subse-
quently). The first requirement concerns the spa-
tial variations of gusts and turbulence occurring 
throughout the volume occupi ed by the ai rcraft at 
given points in time. Technology readiness can be 
rated no better than "fair . " While theory is 
available, experimental data are lacking. Obtain-
ing such data simultaneously throughout volumes as 
large as the biggest VLV (e.g., airships) may be 
very difficult to accomplish . The maximum dynamic 
loading inputs possible for some VLV (e . g. LTA, 
WIGS,) could well be too large for a practical 
vehicle. In such instances, vehicles would be 
designed for lesser loadings and restricted in 
operations. Accordingly, a second technology 
requirement concerns the effects of geographic 
area and season on dynamic input characteristics. 
Technology readiness is rated "fair". For gusts 
and turbulence, the phenomena are generally 
understOOd, but exi st i ng data are not adequate as 
they consist mainly of indirect measurements of 
vehicle response to the inputs. For wave spectra 
of water, a great quantity of data are available, 
but the problem centers around the question of how 
to use the data. 
Propulsion and Acoustics 
Propul sion systems for Very Large Vehicles, 
as for conventional size vehicles, must satisfy 
three major requirements: be compatible with the 
geometric and operational requirements of the 
vehicle; be fuel efficient and economical in 
operation; and be environmentally acceptable. 
Acoustics has been listed in the title with 
propulsion since it embraces a technology area 
broader than the acoustics associated with just ' 
the propulsion system. In the present review, the 
general area has been divided into four subareas: 
turbofan engines; propellers and rotors; alternate 
fuel propulsion; and acoustics and noise reduc-
tion. Twelve technology requirements have been 
identified in these subareas. These requirements 
and associated appraisals of technology readiness 
are discussed in the following paragraphs and are 
summarized in Table 3. 
Turbofan Engi nes. Hi stori ca lly sUbstantial 
increase in size for most vehicle types has been 
achieved first by utilizing existing propulsion 
units of appropriate number with some tailoring as 
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required. Then larger, more specially tailored 
units have been developed where demand has 
warranted. To ease VLV developmental costs, such 
an approach wi 11 undoubtedly be foll owed except 
for those unique situations (e.g. nuclear - powered 
aircraft) where the vehicle and its geometry ~y 
be critically dependent on an all-new propul Slon 
unit. Anticipating that VLV demand will be suf-
ficiently large, a requirement has been identified 
for the technology to design very large, efficient 
engines of high bypass ratio (8-12). Technology 
readiness is rated "good". Scale effects pose 
some problems in areas such as near-sonic tip 
speed of the fan. A second technology need is in 
the area of very high bypass ratio (20-40) engines 
for hi gh quant i ty, 1 ow-pressure-rat i 0 flow needs 
(e.g. ram air for wing-in-ground effect (WIG) 
vehicles). Technology readiness is rated "very 
good" for engi nes ut i1 i zi ng exi st i ng cores. The 
rat i ng downgrades to "fa i r," however, for uncon-
ventional operations of the propulsion unit. 
Examples include inlet upwash problems for 
mechanically-tilted engines and substantial losses 
in thrust from the trapped effl ux for WIG machi-
nes. A third technology requirement is in the 
area of variable cycle engines suitable for effi-
cient operations at both supersonic and subsonic 
speeds. Technology readiness is rated "fair." A 
preferred comb i nat i on of cyc 1 es has not yet been 
selected. A fourth requirement is for technology 
to provide efficient operations of propulsion 
systems when located in unconventional regions 
such as above the wing on aircraft. Technology 
readiness is rated "good" for those locations 
where the external aerodynamics flow is 
unseparated and has a thin houndary layer. 
Prope 11 ers and Rotors. Duri ng the 1 ast two 
decades, large hlgn--performance aircraft have 
relied on turbojet and turbofan propulsion rather 
than turbopropellers. Propeller driven aircraft 
which match the size and operating speeds of pre-
sent wide-body aircraft should therefore qualify 
as advanced very large vehicles. For both pro-
peller and rotor aircraft, helical tip speeds are 
much higher than vehicle forward speed. The asso-
ciated sonic flow problems of the blades introduce 
design constraints, which for VLV applications, 
may result in propellers or rotors of unusual 
design operating at relatively low rotational 
speeds. A requirement has been identifed for 
techno logy to confi gure prope 11 ers and rotors for 
VLV having high efficiency, low noise, and low 
maintenance. Technology readinesss is rated 
"poor" for propeller-driven aircraft operating at 
Mach numbers of about 0.8 (the cruise speed of 
today I s transport ai rcraft (, "good" to "very good" 
at Mach number of about 0.6, where some problems 
still exist (e.g., integration with supercritical 
wings), and "fair" for helicopters of large size . 
A second technology requirement relates to drive 
trains, from VLV engines which are quiet, 
reliable, and long lived. Technology readiness is 
rated "poor." Wh i 1 e progress has been made in 
recent years in drive trains for present size 
vehicles, significant problems still persist. 
Alternate Fuel Propul sion. There is a ra t her 
narrow choice of alternate fuels for gas turbine 
powered aircraft because of the particularly 
adverse qualities of most of the candidate fuels. 
The most attractive finalists are synthetic kero-
sene, cryogenic methane, and cryogenic hydrogen. 
Little difference exists between synthetic and 
· ) . 
petroleum-derived kerosene, although the synthetic 
ke r osene may be degraded in quality to simplify 
the manufacturing process and thereby to lower 
costs. No VLV - unique problems are envisioned. 
Cryogenic methane and hydrogen do pose volume 
problems. Not only is the fuel volume greater 
than for kerosene to provi de a gi ven amount of 
energy, but additional volume is required for 
insulating the cryogenic lines and tanks. Studies 
indicate, however, that vehic l e performance could 
equa 1 or better that for convent i ona 1 fuels when 
the cryofuel is housed within the fuselage and 
where the payload and stage length have large 
values. Hence, the cryofuels are candidates for 
VLV applications . A requirement exists for the 
tec hno logy to provi de c ryofue 1 engi nes and fuel 
systems which are acceptable for VLV aircraft use . 
Technology readiness is rated "good . " While there 
is a very good understanding in t his area, full - · 
scale experience is needed, particularly for the 
pumps and insu l ation . A similar requirement 
exi sts for engi ne and fuel system technology for 
VLV nuclear propulsion which has been identified 
as viable for certain vehic l e requirements . 
Technology readiness is rated "good" with full 
scale experience again being the principal need . 
Acoustics and Noise Reduction . Increase in 
vehicle size not on1 y increases the noise level of 
the vehicle but also changes the character of the 
noise, both of which can cause prob l ems. One 
change in character is a downwar d shift in noise 
frequency whi ch decreases noi se attenuat i on. A 
. technology requirement exist s for the prediction 
of noise from the severa l contributing VLV noise 
sources. Technology readiness is rated "fair." 
Airframe noise, which will likely be an important 
noi se source for VLV confi gurat ions, is not we 11 
understood and experimental studies at large scale 
have been constrained by lack of an appropriate 
test facil ity . One factor that has not been 
exploited for noise control is shielding provided 
by the vehic l e structure (e . g. , aircraft wings). 
Accordingly, a second technology requirement con -
cerns the means for decreasing, in certain direc -
tions, source noise by vehicle configuration con -
trol. Technology readiness is rated "fair." While 
understanding exists of such phenomena as 
refract i on, refl ect i on and diffract ion, good pre-
diction methods are still lacking for inflight 
s i tuations. Compared with conventional size vehi -
c 1 es, VLV noi se ~Ii 11 no doubt be more intense at 
the lower frequencies and probably will be a 
bigger problem in cabin areas . Also, 10~1 fre -
quency noise will be propogated through the atmos -
phere with very little absorption. Accordingly, a 
techno logy requi rement concerns understandi ng the 
transmission of VLV noise and methods for its 
attenuat ion. Technology readi ness is rated 
"good . " Noise transmission technology is well 
understood . The bas i cs of noi se attenuat i on are 
pr etty well understood but the design techniques 
to achieve acceptable noise levels are not neces-
sarily available . A fourth technology requirement 
is an understanding of passenger and community 
reactions to VLV noise. Technology readiness is 
rated "poor." There is little experience with low 
frequency noi se exposures and appropri ate 1 abora-
tory tests are very difficult to perform. Commu-
nity reaction to the noise of aircraft which have 
mu ch 1 arger propul s i on systems than today I s ai r-
craft is considered to be a l ittle understood phe-
nomenon . 
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Structures 
This general area broadly includes the enti r e 
vehicle structure which must provide the internal 
and external shapes efficiently and still with -
stand the 1 oadi ngs and other envi ronments uni que 
to the various VLV categories. Specifica l ly 
inc l uded are all of the various structural sub -
systems, the materials and their fabrication which 
enter into these subsystems, and the dynamic 
behavior of the structure which must be addressed 
and accounted for in the design and operation of 
the vehicles. In the present review, the gene r a l 
area has arbitrarily been divided into four 
subareas: materials and manufacture; structural 
configurations; structural dynamics; and land i ng 
systems. Fifteen VLV technology requirements have 
been identified in these subareas . These require -
ments and associated technology readiness ar e 
discussed in the following paragraphs and are 
summarized in Table 4. 
Materials and Manufacture. A number of 
specla11zed materla1 and material manufactur i ng 
reqUirements exist for the various VLV categories 
and are represented by the four techno l ogy 
reqUirements which will be discussed . Many of the 
VLV configurations can take advantage of advanced 
composites to provide viable structura l elements 
suitable for manufacture in relatively sma l l quan -
tity. A requirement exists for the technology to 
design, efficiently manufacture and inspect 
advanced composite structural elements. Technol-
ogy readiness is rated "good" with design tech-
nology considered well in hand. Techniques are 
lacking for adequate field inspection. Titanium 
is an excellent material for VLV structures where 
there are problems of corrosion or elevated tem-
peratures. As for advanced compos ites, a need 
exists for the technology to design and effi -
ciently manufacture stiffened titanium structural 
elements. Technology readiness is judged "fai r. " 
Recent advances have been made in fabricating 
complex stiffened panels by a super-plastic-
forming and diffusion-bonding technique . Panels 
of only modest size have been fabricated to date 
and fi e 1 d experi ence with full sca 1 e panels is 
lacking. Nonrigid airships, because of their very 
large surface area require flexible surface 
materials of very light weight . Some of the newer 
materials show promise for considerable reductions 
in weight. A technology requirement exists for 
high performance fabrics and films for nonrigid 
a i rsh i ps. Techno logy readi ness is rated as 
"fair . " Based on small scale tests, deterioration 
of material strength with loading time is not a 
fully understood problem . As described later, 
some VLV configurations may utilize air cushion 
landing gear (ACLG) which consist of flexible 
retractable, doughnut-shaped inflated trunks, per~ 
forated on the bottom to allow an outflow of air 
and provide a cushion on which to takeoff and 
land. . There .is a technology requirement for 
matenals and ltS layup technique for long-life 
ACLG trunks . Technology readiness is rated 
"fair." While there is a good understanding of 
t~e problems involved, no fully successful full -
s lZe trunk has been fabri cated for convent i ona 1 
size aircraft. 
Structural Configurations. VLV concepts very 
o~ten lnvolve n~nstandard. structural configura -
tlons where pnor expenence is limited or 
nonexistent. Accordingly, a requirement exists 
, . 
for the technology to i dent ify opt i ma 1 confi gura-
tions for VLV concepts embracing a wide range of 
structural features (e.g., multibody, span-
distributed-load, flexible envelope) . Technology 
readiness is rated only "fair." While structural 
principles and computer tools are adequate, load-
ing conditions are not always sufficiently known, 
and there is alack of an adequate data base and 
experience. To decrease first costs for vehicles 
manufactured in very 1 i mi ted quant i ty, a requi re-
ment exists for technology to select a design 
a pproach and to des i gn st ructura 1 subsystem con-
figurations suitable for low cost manufacture with 
a low production run. Technology readiness is 
rated "poor;" this is a relatively unexplored 
area . A third requirement is for the technology 
to design and fabricate the structural systems 
suitable for providing either boundary layer or 
laminar flow control for VLV airframe components. 
Techno logy readi ness is rated "very good" for 
boundary- layer-control structures but only "fair" 
for laminar-flow-control structures which require 
much greater precision of both the surface and the 
surface ventilation geometry . 
Structural Dynamics. Very large vehicles may 
experience a variety of problems in structural 
dynamics and aeroelasticity because of unusual 
levels and distributions of mass and stiffness, 
large variations in payload and fuel load, large 
spans, thick lifting surfaces, relatively low tor-
sional stiffness, and onboard rotating equipment. 
Accordingly, a need exists for technology to 
address VLV st ructura 1 dynami cs phenomena. Tech-
nology readiness is rated "good" with general 
methodology available but with unique developments 
required for each individual configuration. A 
re 1 ated second requi rement is for technology to 
address VLV flutter phonemena. Again, the readi-
ness is rated "good" with methodology available to 
treat inviscid flow conditions. Where viscous 
flow and/or shocks occur, technology is not yet in 
hand to adequately handl e the aerodynami c port i on 
of the flutter phenomena. For vehicles having 
large flexible structures (e.g., nonrigid air-
ships), a technology requirement has been identi-
fied relative to deformation dynamics. Technology 
readiness is rated "good." Analytical methods are 
available which were developed in part to address 
large space structures. However, problems exist 
in techni ques and equi pment appropri ate for 
experi menta 1 val i dat i on of the methods. Dynami cs 
problems can occur for critical subsystems as well 
as for the entire vehicle. One example is the air 
cushion landing gear (ACLG) which sometimes exhi-
bits dynamic instability. A technology require-
ment exists related to the deformation dynamics of 
the ' inflated ACLG flexible trunk operating on 
either 1 and or water. Techno logy readi ness is 
rated "good" as it is adequate for handl i ng non-
compa rtmented trunks of elongated pl anform shape 
operating on land. Technology is not yet adequate 
to address trunks of nonregular planform or trunks 
of any configuration operating over water at below 
"hump" speed. 
Landi ng Systems. Based on experi ences with 
present day transports, very large vehicles which 
are airborne during cruise operation, and which 
takeoff and land at significant speed, may have 
problems with their landing systems. A require-
ment exists for technology to design and manufac-
ture ti res and brakes for VLV 1 andi ng systems. 
Technology readiness is rated "fair." Landing 
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systems for present transport aircra~t have ~ittle 
extra margin as evidenced by the1r CO~Slstent 
standing near the top in. cost~ of . all . l~ems of 
airframe ma i ntenance. THe s lZe 1 s 11 m1 ted ~ f 
landing speed remains constant. . Increase 1n 
vehicle weight will therefore. requHe a prop?r-
tionate increase in number of t1res and complex1ty 
of the landing system. A second t~c~nolo~y 
requirement concerns VLV landing ~apab1~lty 1n 
strong cross winds. Technology read1ness 1S rated 
"good. " Systems have been ope rat ! ona 1 for ~ome 
years whereby the gear is skewed pr10r to land1ng. 
More advanced systems have subsequently been deve-
loped and fl i ght tested on small ai rcraft. A~LG 
systems, once fully developed, should also pro~lde 
adequate capabil ity. A thi ~d technology requl re-
ment concerns VLV accommodatlon by runways of ~on­
ventional width, contour, and allowable ~0~d1ng . 
This requirement results from the ant1clp~ted 
small number of most VLV aircraft and the d~s~ra ­
bility for freedom in their origin.and d~slt1na ­
tion options. The technology read1ness 1.S ra~ed 
"poor. " Runways at a number of present ma~ or a1 r-
ports are marginal in handling present wlde body 
aircraft. The use of ACLG, once developed, has 
great potent i a 1 for spreadi ng the 1 oad.i ngs over 
the runway and easing the problems. A f1nal te~h ­
nology requirement is in the area of controll1ng 
the structural response of flexible VLF aircraft 
to runway waviness. Technology readiness is rated 
"good. " The problems are bel i eved we 11 understood 
and systems have been designed and ground tested. 
Full scale tests and experience have not yet been 
achieved. 
Vehicle Systems and Operations 
For the most part, technology requirements 
discussed thus far have been concerned with the 
'classic disciplinary areas which enter into the 
general design of vehicles. A complementary major 
area is that concerned with the operations of the 
vehicles and which necessarily includes the 
systems peculiar to such operations. This major 
area will now be discussed. It has been divided 
into four subareas: active control systems, 
flight dynamics, interacting vehicles, and 
hazards. Fourteen technology requirements have 
been identified in these subareas. These require-
ments and associated appraisals of technology 
readiness are discussed in the following 
paragraphs and are summarized in Table 5. 
Active Control Systems. A number of time-
dependent phenomena occur during vehicle opera-
tions which can advantageously be altered or eli -
minated by automatic application of corrective 
actions through active control. One example is 
the last technology requirement discussed under 
Landing Systems: control of flexible structure 
aircraft to runway waviness. Other VLV require -
ments which involve active controls also have been 
identified. The first technology requirement con-
cerns aerodynamic load alleviation from gusts or 
maneuvers of structurally effi ci ent VLV con-
figurations. Technology readiness is rated 
"good." There remains a problem in providing 
independent control of 1 ift and pitchi ng moment 
for some VLV configurations such as span-
di stri buted load aircraft. A second technology 
requi rement concerns augmented stabi 1 ity for VLV 
configurations having either marginal stability or 
strict stability requirements. Technology readi-
ness is rated "very good." The principal problem 
t . 
) . 
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is providing aerodynamic control surface authority 
adequate to produce corrective action of the 
desired magnitude. A third technology requireme~t 
concerns decoupling degrees of freedom for dynaml-
cally complex vehicles (e.g., helicopters). 
Technology readiness is rated "fair." Effort is 
needed to establish decoupling requirements and 
the des ired dynami c responses of decoupl ed modes. 
A fourth technology requi rement is in the area of 
flutter suppression of very large vehicles. 
Technology readiness is rated "poor." While 
progress has been made toward suppressing relati-
vely moderate types of flutter, technology is far 
from adequate to address flutter modes charac-
terized by sudden and rapid divergence. 
Fl i ght Oynami cs. Many types of very 1 arge 
vehicles are characterized by large values of mass 
and/or moments of inertia. Such characteristics 
can introduce problems in terminal area operations 
during both maneuvers and takeoff and landing 
operations. A technology requirement exists in 
the area of attitude control of vehicles having 
high mass moments of inertia. Technology readi-
ness is rated "poor." Means are needed to provide 
roll control authority. A second requirement con-
cerns the technology to provide fixed-attitude 
takeoff and landings when the aircraft/landing 
gear configuration limits vehicle rotation on the 
ground. Technology readiness is rated "very good" 
based on capability of and experience with present 
large military aircraft. Technology development 
is needed where powered-lift is to be utilized. A 
third technology requirement concerns VLV 
ope rat i ona 1 compatabi 1 i ty wi th 4-0 termi na 1 area 
traffic control systems utilizing curved flight 
paths. Technology readi ness is rated "very good." 
The capability of most VLV aircraft should be 
adequate to perform the required turns and 
maneuvers. 
Interacting Vehicles. VLV operations are 
sometlmes lntlmately associated with the operation 
of other vehi cl es, whi ch gi ves ri se to a vari ety 
of problems which require technology. One such 
requirement concerns the minimization of trailing 
vortices from VLV aircraft which affect terminal 
area operations of other aircraft. Technology 
readiness is rated "fair." Trailing vortices are 
very confi gurat i on dependent. Wh i 1 e the tech-
nology is rated "good" for conventional aircraft, 
unconventional configurations have not yet been 
addressed. Fl i ght data for each type of con-
figuration is required. A second technology 
requirement concerns tug-glider operations using a 
VLV tug. Technology readiness is rated "fair." No 
large scale data are available. A third tech-
nology requirement concerns tip-coupled vehicle 
operations. One example would be fighter aircraft 
coupled to a VLV mother aircraft for ferry 
missions. A second example would be where two or 
more VLV aircraft couple to each other for 
inflight transfer of passengers or crew. 
Techno logy readi ness is rated "poor. " Pri or 
attempts at coupling operations involving conven-
tional size aircraft proved very difficult. A 
fourth technology requi rement concerns i n-fl i ght 
docking of a smaller vehicle to a very large 
vehicle. Technology readiness is rated "poor" for 
cru i se speeds of the order of transport ai rcraft 
speeds. Flow interference problems have been 
found to be quite severe. In-flight docking has 
been successful, however, where relatively small 
vehicles are docked to a VLV mother ship operating 
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at low speeds. An example was the docking of 
small aircraft to rigid, lighter-than-air vehicles 
carried out some four or five decades ago. 
Table 2 Technology requirements and readiness: 
Aero/hydrodynamics 
Re uirements 
Thick foils having good 
good lift/drag ratios 
Bluff nonlifting bodies 
having low drag 
Effects of very high 
Reynolds number 
Optimized VLV 
configurations 
Improved lift/drag 
ratios of compromised 
configurations 
Effects of very close 
proximity to ground 
Flow control for 
surfaces and bodies 
Lifting surfaces 
intersecting auxil-
iary surfaces, struts, 
. protuberances 
Multiple lifting 
surfaces 
Thick lifting 
surfaces intersect-
i ng bodi es 
Propulsion systems in 
unconventional 
locations 
Gust/turbulence 
spatial variations 
Effects of geographic 
area and season on 
wind and wave inputs 
Readiness 
Very good - to 20 percent 
thickness at subcritical 
Mach numbers; technology 
lacking for greater 
thicknesses and higher 
Mach numbers 
Very good - for isolated 
bodies 
Fair - for lifting foils 
Good - for nonlifting 
bodies 
Good - for configurations 
having attached flows at 
subcritical M. Larger 
data base needed to 
address novel configu-
rat ions 
Fair - not adequate for 
handling wide-tipped 
lifting surfaces 
Good - for most 
configurations 
Fair - for separated flow 
or vortex 1 i ft 
Very good - for flow 
separation control 
Poor - for laminar flow 
control 
Good - lack of suitable 
experimental informa-
tion; thick surfaces 
require local tailoring 
Very good - for all but 
extreme configurations 
Fair - problems in 
handling boundary layer 
and Reynolds Number 
effects 
Fair - problems with 
higher BPR engines, 
turboprops with super-
critical wings, and 
inlets to buried engines 
Fair - theory available 
but experimental data 
lacking 
Fair - for gusts and 
turbulence, phenomena 
understood but data 
lacking; for waves, data 
adequate but problem in 
how to use 
1 
I 
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Hazards. As for conventional size vehicles 
VLV operations will necessarily involve hazards: 
The most likely time for accidents is during had 
weather and, for ai rcraft, duri ng takeoffs and 
l~ndings. Other types of hazards are those pecu-
llar to specific vehicles such as the previously-
dlscussed trailing vortex phenomena which can 
introduce a hazardous situation for other air-
craft. A technology requirement exists in the 
area of VLV hazards associated with weather pheno-
mena. Technology readi ness is rated "fa i r. " The 
art of detection and advance warning of dangerous 
weather phenomena, such as wind shears and clear 
air turbulence, is not better than "fair." Also 
as noted in the disucussion of wind and wave 
inputs, technology readiness is only "fair" 
regarding the characteristics of the environmental 
inputs, once they are encountered. A second tech-
nology requirement concerns the risks and risk 
probabilities of hazards associated with the use 
of alternate fuels, which includes both cryo and 
nuclear fuels. Technology readiness is rated 
"poor. " For both types of fuels, there is no 
accident experience in VLV use. There are signi-
ficant unknowns for cryofuels regarding in-flight 
leaks, post crash fires, and large ground spills. 
Post crash containment of nuclear fuels has always 
been a concern; while modeling and subscale tests 
have been carried out, full scale in-depth experi-
ments are neeoded. Another technology requi rement 
concerns unexpected object hazards associated with 
cruise operations very close to the surface of the 
ground or water. An example would be the 
encounter of protuberances (e.g., spar buouy) by a 
ground effects vehicle. Technology readiness is 
rated "fair." Where radar cross-sectional area is 
very sma 11, there is a problem in detect i ng the 
protuberances in sufficient time to carry out the 
necessary corrective action. In water operations 
objects which are almost totally submerged ar~ 
very difficult to detect, as evidenced by major 
accidents of hydrofoil vehicles striking whales. 
Overall Observations 
Fifty-four technology requirements for very 
large vehicles have been identifed and rated with 
regard to technology readiness. None of the 
requirements were considered to have an excellent 
technology readiness. For the disciplines of 
aero/hydrodynamics, propulsion, acoustics, and 
structures, the technology readiness was rated 
poor or fair for slightly less than one-half of 
the ° requirements and good or very good for the 
remainder. For the area of vehicle systems and 
operations, however, the technology readiness was 
rated poor or fair for two-thirds of the require-
ments. This area would include seventy percent of 
the "poor" rat i ngs had it included the subarea of 
landing systems (which would be as logical as its 
1 ocat i on under st ructures) • Thus, the technology 
readiness in the classic disciplinary areas 
appears to be considerably more advanced than for 
vehicle systems and operations. 
The sixteen subareas of technology require-
ments have been examined to identify any "drivers" 
which may be particularly significant in the deve-
lopment of successful very large vehicles. Two 
subareas considered to fall in this category are 
those of safety for all VLV types, and 1 andi ng 
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systems for VLV aircraft which utilize airport 
runways. Two other subareas whi ch may also ~e 
very significant, depending on what develops oln 
the nation's energy situation, are those relatlng 
to propellers and rotors and to alternate fuels. 
An adverse development would be a worsening of the 
nation's petroleum energy situation, while a 
favorable development would be a breakthrough in 
nuclear fusion to make available relatively cheap 
electrical energy and, thus, less expensive 
hydrogen fuel. 
Table 3 Technology requirements and readiness: 
Propulsion and acoustics 
Pro ulsion 
Very large, efficient 
high BPR turbofan 
engines 
Very-high-BPR engines 
for high quantity, 
low PR needs 
Variable-cycle engines 
for efficient 
subsonic/supersonic 
use 
Efficient operations of 
turbofans in uncon-
ventional locations 
Propellers/rotors 
having high effi-
ciency, low noise and 
low maintenance 
Drive trains which are 
reliable and long 
1 i ved 
Cryofuel engines and 
fuel systems accept-
able for VLV use 
Nuclear energy engines 
and systems for VLV 
use 
Noise prediction from 
various contributing 
VLV sources 
VLV configuration 
control for direc-
tiona 1 noi se 
reduction 
Understanding noise 
transmission and 
methods for 
attenuation 
Understanding 
passenger and 
community reactions 
to VLV noise 
Readiness 
Good - scale effects 
pose problems 
Very good - for existing 
cores, and conventional 
operations; 
Fair - for unconventional 
operations 
Fair - preferred 
combination of cycles 
not yet selected 
Good - in locations where 
external aerodynamics 
have good flows 
Poor - at Mach 0.8 speed 
Good - at Mach 0. 6 speed 
Fair - for large 
helicopters 
Poor - problems still 
persist for conventional 
size vehicles 
Good - very good under-
standing; full scale 
experience needed, 
particularly for pumps 
and insulation 
Good - full sca 1 e 
experience needed 
Fair - airframe noise not 
well understood, lack 
full-scale experiments 
Fair - good predictive 
methods lacking for in-
flight situations 
Good - good understanding 
but design techniques 
lacking to achieve accept-
able levels 
Poor - little experience 
with low frequency 
noise; lab studies are 
difficult to erform 
} . 
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Table 4 Technology requirements and readiness: 
St ructures 
Requirements 
Advanced composites 
design, manufacture 
and inspection 
Readiness 
Good - techniques l acking 
for adequate field 
inspection 
Stiffened titanium panel Fair - only modest size 
design and efficient panels to date; field 
manufacture experience lacking 
High performance 
fabrics and films for 
nonrigid airships 
Materials and layup for 
long-life ACLG trunks 
for VLV 
Optimal structural 
configurations for 
various VLV configu-
rations 
Low cost for limited 
production of struc-
t ural subsystems 
Boundary- layer and 
laminar- flow-control 
structural systems 
VLV structural dynamics 
phenomena 
VLV flutter phenomena 
Fair - subscale tests of 
promi sing materi a 1 shows 
strength deterioration 
Fair - understand 
problems; no successful 
full-size trunk fabri-
cated 
Fair - adequate 
structural principals 
and computer tools; 
loadings not always 
known; lack data base 
and experience 
Poor - relatively 
unexplored area 
Very good - for BLC 
structural systems 
Fair - for LFC structural 
systems 
Good - general methods 
available; requires 
unique development per 
confi gurat i on 
Good - to treat inviscid 
flow conditions; not 
adequate for viscous 
flows. shock s 
Deformation dynamics of Good - analytical methods 
large flexible available; experimental 
structures validation is a problem 
Deformation dynamics of 
ACLG flexible trunks 
Tire/braking systems 
for · VLV aircraft 
Cross-wind landing 
systems 
VLV landing system for 
conventional runways 
Response control of 
flexible VLV to 
runway waviness 
Good - for conventional 
shapes over land; not 
adequate over water 
Fair - today's systems 
margina l , VLV systems 
will be more complex 
Good - experience on 
large aircraft; small-
scale advanced system 
flight tested 
Poor - today's situation 
marginal. ACLG system 
has good potential 
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Table 5 Technology requirements and readiness: 
Vehicle systems and operations 
Requirements 
Aerodynamic load 
alleviation by active 
control s 
Augmented stability by 
active controls 
Decoupling degrees of 
freedom for complex 
vehicles 
Flutter suppression by 
active controls 
Control of VLV having 
high mass moment of 
inertia 
Fixed-attitude takeoff 
and landing 
4- D terminal area 
compatability 
Tra il i ng vortex 
minimization 
Tug-glider operations 
using VLV 
Tip-coupled vehicle 
operations 
In-flight docking to a 
VLV 
Weather hazards to VLV 
Alternate fuel hazards to 
VLV 
Unexpected-object hazards 
to surface-cruise VLV 
Readi ness 
Good - independent 
control of li f t and 
pitch a problem 
Very good - providing 
adequate co nt ro 1 
authority is problem 
Fair - needed are 
decoupli ng require -
ments and desired 
dynamic response of 
decoupl ed modes 
Poor - problems with 
rapidly diverging 
modes 
Poor - need means to 
provide rol l control 
authority 
Very good - conside r-
able existing experi -
ence; powered - lift 
.VLV need attention 
Very good 
Fair - unconventional 
configurations not yet 
addressed 
Fair - no large scale 
data available 
Poor - prior attempts 
proved diffi cult 
Poor -at most cruise 
speeds 
Good - for airsh i ps at 
low speeds 
Fair - advanced 
detection a probl em 
Poor - post - crash 
behavior a probl em 
for nuc l ear and cryo-
fuel VLV 
Fair - advance detec-
tion a rob l em 
., . 
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